Academic, social, personal, and career planning support for increased success at college and beyond

TRIOSCHOLARS.UCR.EDU

https://www.facebook.com/UCRTRIOScholars

For more information, students are encouraged to visit our office:

TRIO Scholars Office
900 University Avenue
HUB 261 | M-F 8am-5pm
Riverside, CA 92521 (951) 827-6195
Email: TRIOSSS@ucr.edu

Or visit us online:
TRIOSCHOLARS.UCR.EDU

https://www.facebook.com/UCRTRIOScholars

The TRIO Scholars Program (Student Support Services) at UCR is funded by a federal grant ($220,000 per year for 2015-2020) from the U.S. Department of Education. Additional financial and administrative support is provided by UCR.
The TRIO Scholars Program

The TRIO Scholars Program at UCR helps first-generation, income-qualified, and disabled students succeed in college. Funded by a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, it offers academic, social, personal, and career advising and support to 140 participants a year with the goal of improving retention and graduation rates.

Hear from our Students

“Being part of the TRIO Scholars Program provides a great opportunity to achieve academic success. It helps me grow as an individual and achieve my goals.”
- Reyna Rodarte

“The TRIO Scholars Program offers resources to support their students and a sense of community that facilitates their growth. To its present and former scholars, it is and will always be our home away from home.”
- Tevin Bui

Eligibility

Undergraduate students who are U.S. citizens, nationals, or permanent residents, have an academic need, and meet at least one of the following criteria may be eligible to apply:

- First-generation UCR student
- Low-income based on the U.S. Department of Education scale
- Physical or learning disability

Services and Benefits

TRIO Scholars have access to supplemental services and benefits such as:

- Priority registration
- Free printing
- Computer workstations
- Academic support and tutoring
- Information about financial aid, scholarships, and economic literacy
- Faculty presentations
- Peer mentoring
- Workshops & seminars
- Cultural events
- Network opportunities and mentoring from faculty, staff, alumni, and students
- Leadership development
- Graduate school guidance and preparation
- Career counseling
- Sense of community

TRIOSCHOLARS.UCR.EDU